The Honors and Awards Ceremony

Class of 2012
THE HONORS AND AWARDS CEREMONY

MUSIC

Sonata ................................................................. John Kossler (b. 1990)

John Kossler, guitar

"Allegro" from Il Convegno Divertimenti per due Clarinetti ........................................ Amilcare Ponchielli (1834-1886)
Kayla Shipley and Jacob Eichhorn, clarinet
Dr. Peter Kairoff, piano

WELCOME

Dr. Jacquelyn S. Fetrow, Dean, Wake Forest College

SENIOR ORATION

Dr. Paul N. Orser, Associate Dean for Student Academic Initiatives

Easy as Pi .......................................................... Brandon Edward Turner

AWARDS

The John Allen Easley Award in Religion .......................................................... Michele Anne Ferris
The G. McLeod Bryan Pro Humanitate Award for Community Service ...................... Carrie Rebecca Stokes
The Curran Medal .......................................................... Michele Anne Ferris
The C. H. Richards Award for Excellence in Political Science ................................. Brooke Geneia Gilmore
The Jack D. Fleer Award for Excellence in Honors in Political Science ............... To be announced
The Carl Moses Excellence in Research Award ................................................. To be announced
The Ruth Foster Campbell Award for Excellence in Spanish .............................. Elaine Yilin Shao
The Harold Dawes Parcell Award for Excellence in French ................................. Ellen Elizabeth Dicus
Sarah Faye Senter
The James C. O’Flaherty Award for Excellence in German and German Studies ........ Michelle Ann Lange
The Knox Dance Scholar Award .......................................................... Lori Katherine Hartman
The Lura Baker Paden Award .......................................................... Erica Elizabeth DeBrook
The Delmer P. Hylton Accountancy Award ..................................................... Victoria May Stewart
The Academic Excellence in Finance Award .................................................. Laura Elizabeth Sadow
The Academic Excellence in Mathematical Business Award ........................... Jennifer Marie Spiel
The Spirit of Wayne Calloway Award .......................................................... Christopher Stewart Townsend
The Richard Worden Griffin Research Prize in Asian, African, or Latin American History ......................... Michael Whitfill Byington
The Forrest W. Clonts Prize For Excellence in History ........................................ Hannah Pearl Berkowitz
The Forrest W. Clonts Research Prize in European History ............................... William Alexander McClure
The Chilton Pearson Research Prize in United States History .............................. Hannah Pearl Berkowitz
The W. J. Cash Award for Studies in Southern History ..................................... Eleanor Carlton Davidson
The Gregory D. Pritchard Philosophy Prize ..................................................... Annabel Hart Lang
Andrew Paul Butler
The John Y. Phillips Prize in Mathematics ........................................................ Richard Gabriel Freedman
The John W. Sawyer Prize in Computer Science ............................................. Richard Gabriel Freedman
The Drake Senior Excellence in English Award .............................................. Andrew Louis Holt
The H. Broadus Jones Shakespeare Prize ......................................................... Emily Rebecca Hershman
The H. Broadus Jones Memorial Scholar .................................................. Emily Rebecca Hershman (2011 winner)
The Beulah Lassiter Raynor Scholarship ..................................................... Hillary Worthington McDonald (2011 winner)
The Justus and Elizabeth C. Drake Scholarship ................................................. Frances Amy Jackson (2011 winner)
The D.A. Brown Prize for Excellence in English ........................................... Emily Rebecca Hershman (2009 winner)
The Emily Crandall Shaw Scholarship in Liberal Arts ........................................ Carleigh Nicole Morgan (2011 winner)
The Bynum G. Shaw Prize in Journalism ....................................................... Ashton Christina Astbury (2011 winner)
The David and Lelia Farr Prize for Excellence in Economics ................................ To be announced
The David and Lelia Farr Prize for Excellence in Mathematical Economics .......... Ryan Louis Stevens
The Health Policy Administration Student of the Year Prize ............................... Christopher Stewart Townsend
The Health and Exercise Science Academic Achievement Award ....................... Laura Gray Rapp
The Health and Exercise Science Major Contribution Award ............................ Jennie Beth Meier
The Carolina Biological Supply Company Award for Undergraduate Research .............................................. Amy Cynthia Liang
The Walter S. Flory Outstanding Student Award ................................................................. Elizabeth Leigh Cooper
The Hypercube Scholar Award ................................................................................................. Jessica Leigh Freyer
The John W. Nowell Award in Undergraduate Chemistry .......................................................... Brian David Koeppnick
The Merck Index Award ........................................................................................................ Thomas Nash Rusher
The American Institute of Chemists Undergraduate Student Award ........................................... Elizabeth June Carrow
The ACS Division of Inorganic Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Inorganic Chemistry ............. Matthew Lee Rohlffing
The ACS Division of Analytical Chemistry Undergraduate Award in Analytical Chemistry ........ Matthew Lee Rohlffing (2011 winner)
The Blackbyrd Scholarship ......................................................................................................... Matthew Lee Rohlffing (2011 winner)
The William Eugene Speas Memorial Award for Distinguished Work in Physics ....................... Claire Allison McLellan
Brandon Edward Turner
The Florence Robinson Neuroscience Award ................................................................................ Maria Jean Binney
The Christen Balady Award ....................................................................................................... Carlin Irene Salmon
The Department of Communication Academic Achievement Award ............................................. Carey Grace Duda
The Department of Communication Service Award ...................................................................... Jesse Sloan Ammons
The Department of Anthropology Outstanding Senior Award ............................................... Leah Siwers Beachley
The American Sociological Association’s Departmental Prize for Outstanding Student ............... Michael Kolinski Robinson
The Jerry A. Hall Student Teacher Award: Elementary Education .............................................. Rebecca Allison Koza
The Jerry A. Hall Student Teacher Award: Secondary Education ............................................... Emma Marie Hart
The Christopher Giles and Lucille S. Harris Competitions in Musical Performance
Fourth place in Open Competition ............................................................................................ Kayla Maria Shipley (2010 winner)
John Wile Kossler (2009)

The Elvy Prize
Second place in the Piano Competition (2010 and 2012) ............................................................ Ilchan (Fraser) Song
Ward Virts Prize for Pianistic Expressiveness ............................................................................. Ilchan (Fraser) Song (2009 winner)
The Patricia Sloan Mize Award
Second place in Open Competition ......................................................................................... John Jacob Eichhorn (2009 and 2010 winner)
The Award for Outstanding Performance by a Non-Music Major ............................................. Jorge Mendez-Estrada, Jr. (2011 winner)
The Paige Shumate DeVries Prize ............................................................................................ George Edward Story
The Louise Cochrane Boteler Prize for the Pursuit of Excellence in Music .................................. John Wile Kossler (2010 winner)
The Christian Cappelluti Prize ................................................................................................. John Jacob Eichhorn (awarded in 2010 and 2011)
Mary Elizabeth Freitag (awarded in 2011)
Joseph Alexander Ivey (awarded in 2010)
Jorge Mendez-Estrada, Jr. (awarded in 2010 and 2011)
Kayla Maria Shipley (awarded in 2010)
The Music History Prize .......................................................................................................... John Jacob Eichhorn (awarded in 2012)
John Wile Kossler (awarded in 2011)
The Wake Forest University Theatre Association Award for Academic Excellence ..................... Perry Kyle Ransbottom
The Award for Outstanding Senior in Latin American and Latino Studies ................................... Avery Lord
The Award for Outstanding Senior in International Studies ...................................................... Paige Brannon Haynes
The Award for Outstanding Senior in Global Trade and Commerce Studies .......................... Michael Daniel Berlet
The Academic Award for Outstanding Senior in Women’s and Gender Studies ......................... Emily Rebecca Hershman
The Leadership Award for Outstanding Senior in Women’s and Gender Studies ......................... Amy Swan Gardin
The Elizabeth Phillips Award for the Best Essay in Women’s and Gender Studies ...................... To be announced
The Elizabeth Phillips Award for the Best Essay in Women’s and Gender Studies ...................... Caitlin Cheyenne Williams (2011 winner)
The Donald O. Schoonmaker Student Prize for Community Service .......................................... Amy Cynthia Liang
The Edgar Christman Award for Service .................................................................................. Annabel Hart Lang
The William C. and Ruth N. Archie Award .............................................................................. Matthew James Martin
The Carlton P. West Phi Beta Kappa Award ................................................................................ To be announced
The Recognition of Senior Orators ............................................................................................. Hsien-Ching (Jean) Chen
Amy Swan Gardin
Brandon Edward Turner

CLOSING

Dr. Jacquelyn S. Fetrow, Dean, Wake Forest College
Christine Marie Castelin
Katelyn Elizabeth Crabtree
Alexandra Jane Davidson-Palmer
Hunter Gerard DeKoninc
Stephanie Erica Edwards
John Jacob Eichborn
Samantha Marie Fiola
Natalie Danielle Ford
Holly Elizabeth Fuller
Stephanie Diane Gifford
Brooke Geneia Stowe Gilmore
Benjamin Brooks Godwin
Lori Katherine Hartman
Christian Bradley Howard
Hannah Kay Hunt
Sung Min Kim
Charles Edward Klug
Rebecca Allison Koza
Keeley Trimble Lawner
Amy Cynthia Liang
Lauren Nicole Mahomes
Matthew James Martin
William Alexander McClure
Catherine Ann McLaughlin
Morgan Ashley Miller
Taylor Annette Miller-Meeks
Ashley Kate Millhouse
Mary Rebekah Mynatt
David Christian Nestor
Mary Caroline Neuffer
John Edward Nugent
Kariisa Sarah O’Keefe
Allison Sophia Osborne
Catherine Anne Pappayiou
Eleanor Hardin Patrick
Anna Elizabeth Pitz
Perry Kyle Ransbottom
Bradley Hart Saitta
Elaine Yilin Shao
Anne Elizabeth Showalter
Macie Victoria Soler-Sala
Lia Rochelle Stern
Elizabeth Margaret-Anne Stewart
Carrie Rebecca Stokes
Hamlin Landis Wade
Talley Kate Wood
Sara Grace Wyatt
Alexandra Elizabeth Zeitany

Bryan Edward Barnett
Andrea Jane Buckley
Robert Powers Chin
J Tanner Combias
Erica Elizabeth DeBrock
Erin Alexandra Devine
Stephanie Diane Gifford
Melanie Lynne Green
Maggie Elliott Hoey
Donghyun Kim
Shannon Leigh McGorry
Conor James Mills
Benjamin Sayer Morrow
Alison Marie Moy
William Mckay Murphy
Sarah Kristen Neaves
David Christian Nestor
Alexander D. Pompey
Sarah Kathryn Renner
Timothy Burton Rodgers
Laura Elizabeth Sadow

Jessie Sloan Ammons
Bradley Mark Avery
Leah Sievers Beachley
Maria Jane Binney
Mary Kathryn Brewer
Beau Wofford Burns
Anna Marie Carr
Christine Marie Castelin
Ellen Elizabeth Dicus
Elizabeth Anne Farr
Natalie Michelle Friedman
Benjamin Brooks Godwin
Noah Alexander Grade
Samantha Christian Hoback
Maggie Elliott Hoey
Mariana Simone Holman
Hannah Kay Hunt
Kelsey Ann Korye
Amity Cynthia Liang
Catherine Ann McLaughlin
Ashley Kate Millhouse
David Christian Nestor
Kariisa Sarah O’Keefe
Elizabeth Mead Osborne
Will Edwards Owens
Perry Kyle Ransbottom
Sarah Kathryn Renner

Kolade Muchaili Agboola
Allison Kathleen Alexander
Ann Caroline Bauer
Hannah Pearl Berkowitz
Michael Daniel Berlet
Seth Andrew Bernstein
Sarah Jane Brobeck
Matthew Edward Brumbaugh
Melissa Colleen Bryson
Andrew Paul Butler
Michael Whitfill Byington
James David Churchill
Randall Stephan Conrad
Elizabeth Leigh Cooper
Donald Moore Davidson
Alexandra Jane Davidson-Palmer
Virginia Winters DeLacey
Erin Alexandra Devine
Carey Grace Duda
Richard Gabriel Freedman
Meaghan Lynne Gartner
Sophia Jaclyn Goren
Melanie Lynne Green
Rahul Rajiv Handa
Cassandra Lynn Hanssen
Laura Emily Hanson
Jennifer Kathryn Hartel
Lori Katherine Hartman
Emily Rebecca Hershman
Andrew Louis Holt
Alexandra Fitzgerald Jones
Meredith Laughlin Kane
Johanna Margaret Kilbride
Brian David Koepnick
Amy Cynthia Liang
Paul Christopher Loeser
Lauren-Nicole Lutz
Kelsey Leigh Markovich
Matthew James Martin
William Alexander McClure
Claire Allison McLellan
Jennie Beth Meier
Ashley Ryon Meyer
Morgan Ashley Miller
Benjamin Sayer Morrow
Rebecca Katherine Morrow
William Mckay Murphy
Mary Rebekah Mynatt
Noozhat Binta Nashir
Sarah Kristen Neaves
David Christian Nestor
John Edward Nugent
Phillip Andrew Odom
Allison Sophia Osborne
Lisa Jane Ottensmeyer
Alexandra Paetow
Alexander D. Pompey
Laura Gray Rapp
Alyssa Christine Ray
Bryan Richard Reagan
Sarah Kathryn Renner
Christopher William Riccio
Timothy Burton Rodgers
Michaela Kate Rogers
Thomas Nash Rusher
Laura Elizabeth Sadow

Kolade Muchaili Agboola
Allison Kathleen Alexander
Ann Caroline Bauer
Hannah Pearl Berkowitz
Michael Daniel Berlet
Seth Andrew Bernstein
Sarah Jane Brobeck
Matthew Edward Brumbaugh
Melissa Colleen Bryson
Andrew Paul Butler
Michael Whitfill Byington
James David Churchill
Randall Stephan Conrad
Elizabeth Leigh Cooper
Donald Moore Davidson
Alexandra Jane Davidson-Palmer
Virginia Winters DeLacey
Erin Alexandra Devine
Carey Grace Duda
Richard Gabriel Freedman
Meaghan Lynne Gartner
Sophia Jaclyn Goren
Melanie Lynne Green
Rahul Rajiv Handa
Cassandra Lynn Hanssen
Laura Emily Hanson
Jennifer Kathryn Hartel
Lori Katherine Hartman
Emily Rebecca Hershman
Andrew Louis Holt
Alexandra Fitzgerald Jones
Meredith Laughlin Kane
Johanna Margaret Kilbride
Brian David Koepnick
Amy Cynthia Liang
Paul Christopher Loeser
Lauren-Nicole Lutz
Kelsey Leigh Markovich
Matthew James Martin
William Alexander McClure
Claire Allison McLellan
Jennie Beth Meier
Ashley Ryon Meyer
Morgan Ashley Miller
Benjamin Sayer Morrow
Rebecca Katherine Morrow
William Mckay Murphy
Mary Rebekah Mynatt
Noozhat Binta Nashir
Sarah Kristen Neaves
David Christian Nestor
John Edward Nugent
Phillip Andrew Odom
Allison Sophia Osborne
Lisa Jane Ottensmeyer
Alexandra Paetow
Alexander D. Pompey
Laura Gray Rapp
Alyssa Christine Ray
Bryan Richard Reagan
Sarah Kathryn Renner
Christopher William Riccio
Timothy Burton Rodgers
Michaela Kate Rogers
Thomas Nash Rusher
Laura Elizabeth Sadow

Dillon Hugh Sanders
Brittany Lynne Schuh
Faith Caroline Sedberry
Ryan Christopher Smith
Jacqueline Marie Swoyer
Brandon Edward Turner
Hamlin Landis Wade III
Alyssa Marie Walter
Recy L. Michael Yalimeni
Alexandra Elizabeth Zeitany

Wake Forest University